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SAIBA remains committed to developing a community of successful accounting professionals who excel in their 
career goals.
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This integrated annual report (the “Report”) offers the user a comprehensive overview of the activities of SAIBA for 
the 12 months from 01 July 2017 to 30 June 2018.  The Report is SAIBA’s primary communication to its stakeholders 
and provides a holistic view of the environment within which SAIBA operates in the context of the economy, society 
and the natural environment, in accordance with its strategy and opportunities and risks. SAIBA’s integrated reporting 
process, as well as the content of the Report, is guided by the principles and requirements of the International 
Integrated Reporting Framework (IR) and the King IV Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa 2016 (King IV). 
In summary, the Report fairly presents material information needed for SAIBA stakeholders to understand how SAIBA 
creates value and to make an informed assessment of the performance and prospects of SAIBA. It includes the full 
audited annual financial statements.

The factors that impact value creation for SAIBA’s stakeholders over the short, medium and long term, were considered 
and determined the content included in the Report.  An issue is considered to be material when it impacts SAIBA’s 
ability to achieve its strategic goals.

As SAIBA moves forward and continues to implement its aggressive growth strategic plan, it will continue to actively 
assist aspiring accountants to qualify and gain experience in their field. Training and development are therefore key 
aspects to what SAIBA is. SAIBA competes with established institutes in the sector and is therefore required to act 
innovatively and aggressively seek to differentiate its self to stand out from the crowd and attract attention from 
potential members. As a professional body SAIBA is restricted in terms of the type of income that can be generated, 
and hence relies heavily on strategic partnerships and sponsorships.  Expenses are incurred in support of the income 
generating activities. As some income sources are project based some expenses can be varied to ensure SAIBA 
continues to operate as a solvent and liquid company.

The International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC) Framework’s capitals has been adopted as a guideline to report 
on the value creation for SAIBA’s stakeholders. SAIBA has identified financial capital, intellectual capital, human 
capital and social and relationship capital as imperatives for our ability to create value for stakeholders. Manufactured 
capital is not included as these are not applicable to SAIBA’s environment.

The SAIBA Board of Directors (the “Board”) acknowledges that it has overall accountability for the Report. Having 
reviewed the Report, the Board, supported by the recommendations of the Audit and Risk Committee, confirmed that 
the Report presents a fair view of the performance and practices of SAIBA during the 2017/18 financial year.

The  Board  accordingly  approved  the  Report  on  2 October  2018 of  approval  of  audited  financial  statements  for 
release to SAIBA stakeholders.

SAIBA welcomes your feedback on the 2017/18 Integrated Annual Report. Please e-mail your comments and 
suggestions to saiba@saiba.org.za.

ABOUT THIS REPORT
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SAIBA is a voluntary accounting membership body with more than 7 000 members. 

SAIBA’s purpose is to develop a community of successful accounting professionals who excel in their career goals. 
Focusing on three main goals:

To achieve our purpose, seven core values were identified as necessary to ensure we deliver quality, value and 
convenience to members and designation holders: 

Building a community 
(Join)

Developing initiatives 
(Earn)

Delivering successful members 
(Share)

1 2 3

VALUES WHAT THESE VALUES MEAN TO SAIBA

AUDACIOUS We  have  been  and  will  continue  to  be  bold  and  daring  in  our  quest  to  ensure  that  our 
stakeholders are successful.

AMBITIOUS We strive to make a difference in the lives of our stakeholders and aim to exceed expectations.

ENCOURAGE 
AND LEAD We provide guidance and support to our stakeholders.

RESPONSIVE We value all feedback from stakeholders and strive to constantly improve to meet their needs 
and strive to be on the forefront of latest developments.

ACCESSIBLE We strive to always be accessible to our stakeholders via a number of platforms including 
events, emails and telephone.

PASSIONATE We have a passion for what we do – we aim to deliver excellent service to our stakeholders 
and ensure their expectations are met as far as possible.

INQUISITIVE We are truly interested in our stakeholders and love getting to know them and see them 
succeed and thrive.

SAIBA is a proudly South African institute that subscribes to the values incorporated in the South African Constitution 
and Bill of Rights. Members and potential members are treated as individuals with unique needs, values, interests and 
career goals. We are here to help them reach their career goals.

The open-access model followed by SAIBA mandates that the SAIBA membership and designation entry requirements 
are set at a very competitive level compared to other bodies in the sector.  

However, this is balanced with a strictly enforced CPD regime applicable to all designation holders and annually 
assessed through a licensing system.    

ABOUT SAIBA

The SAIBA Group
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It gives me immense pleasure to once again address the stakeholders of SAIBA – the 
fastest growing professional accountancy body in South Africa and Namibia – and share 
our story. From humble beginnings to the third largest in a very short period makes us 
immensely proud. We believe in our members and want to see them succeed. Because 
of this they have responded and kept us growing. Ninety percent of our growth comes 
from referrals. 

The integrated report shows how we have generated member and stakeholder value 
and provides an in-depth view of how and where we apply member funds in terms of the 
International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC) capitals: financial, intellectual, human, 
social and relationship, and natural. As a Board we are primarily responsible for the 
strategy and governance of the organisation. 

Strategic implementation
During the past year we continued to implement our 5-year strategic plan focusing 

mainly on member growth and development, and the integrated report provides an overview of the progress we have 
made thus far.  The highlights of the 2018 financial year illustrate how we have achieved our strategic objectives. 

Governance
SAIBA’s governance structures and processes provide for sound management and oversight of the organisation, in 
the interests of all our stakeholders and enhance the ability of the Board and the management team to manage 
SAIBA’s businesses effectively. 

SAIBA’s
 
board

During 2018 the following directors resigned from the Board:
•
 

Stiaan Klue
•
 

Michael Sass
•
 

Renosi Mokate

I would like to thank each of them for their valuable contributions to SAIBA during the periods they served on the 
Board, in particular to Stiaan for his service and contribution during the past seven years.  

In closing, I would like to express my thanks to all SAIBA’s stakeholders that have provided valuable feedback on 
improving SAIBAs governance role and our role in protecting the public interest. To our members, thank you for choosing 
SAIBA as your professional home and for believing in us. To my fellow Board members, thank you for your support, 
guidance and valuable contributions. To SAIBA’s executive management and employees, I value your commitment to 
the organisation and appreciate all the hard work during the past year.  

In my 2017 letter I stated that SAIBA has set itself a goal: We will redraft the boundaries of the profession, removing 
obstacles to entry as we march towards a unified profession that provides access and opportunity, equally and for all.  
This goal has not changed, and I continue to believe SAIBA’s strategic direction is appropriate in achieving its goal and 
have confidence in the SAIBA team to successfully implement the strategy going forward.

May God abundantly bless you.

Prof. Dovhani Thakhathi
Chairman

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
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“The meeting of two personalities is like the contact of two chemical substances: if there is 
any reaction, both are transformed”. 
Carl Jung, Swiss psychiatrist.

Institutes consist of people. We share our hopes and dreams and together agree to the 
best way to achieve this. We keep each other accountable, share the load, and in this 
process, are transformed. 

To be an institute requires a number of critical ingredients: an ideal, recognition by 
government, support from a significant part of the existing body of accountants, 
infrastructure and resources, dedicated staff, and a Board that provides advice, guidance 
and critical analysis. 

The challenge is to align the ingredients into a working whole that responds harmoniously 
to internal and external forces. 
As the CEO of SAIBA, I have been deployed by members to create opportunities that 

translate into jobs, clients, and status. The financial statements are my report card to members and I look forward to 
your feedback.  
Our net surplus of R1,155,715 (2017: R61,058) reflects a R1.1 million improvement compared to 2017, and although 
this is noteworthy achievement, more needs to be done.  

Our 2018 annual financial statements hopefully reflect our efforts to ensure that we continue on our path of becoming 
the largest professional body in Southern Africa, as it is an assessment of the value we have endeavoured to unlock 
for our members. Here are some of the highlights – 

• The combined income generated from membership fees, exams, licenses and other sources increased by 
approximately R390k to R11,169,458 (2017: R10,779,251). 

• The increase in revenue, and decrease in operating expenses of R1,2 million, delivered a net surplus of R1,155,715 
(2017: surplus R61,058);

• The increase in trade and other receivables from R2,922,038 (2017) to R3,988,847(2018) continues to reflect that 
the investments made over the last couple of years in marketing and branding has successfully attracted large 
numbers of new applicants and converted approximately 50% of debtors to monthly debit orders thus ensuring 
a stable cash flow. We have achieved a gross increase in membership of 1,267 for the period 01 July 2017 to 30 
June 2018. This proves that the market appreciates SAIBA’s value proposition and position within the profession. 

• We constantly monitor the movements within debtors, implemented debit order campaigns follow a strict collection 
policy, enforce standards of compliance and CPD, and made a provision for the impairment of debtors to the value 
of R1,325,094 (2017: R837,625). 

• We have further invested R245,553 in our IT system this past year to improve our debtor and member engagement. 
This spend will continue and is set to increase to improve user experience and handle increased applications;

• Maintaining service levels require offering competitive remuneration packages to staff to ensure retention of 
talent, leading to an increase in employment costs to R5,034,298 (2017: R4,536,568);

• Our consulting fees increased from R485,035 to R680,390 to provide specialist support services to secretariat 
such as events and publications. 

In addition to maintaining sound financial management we initiated a number of projects to strengthen our value 
proposition. Noteworthy projects were –

• Africa expansion: As IAFEI Area-President for Africa, the SAIBA CEO has the mandate to expand our CFO designation 
and network events in Africa. For this reason, SAIBA applied for membership to the Pan-African Federation of 
Accountants (PAFA). We also entered into formal talks with the National Board of Auditors and Accountants of 
Tanzania (NBAA) to establish an MOU and include Tanzania as part of the global CFO network. Other countries 
that have indicated an interest in joining the Africa expansion include Zimbabwe and Kenya. 

• CFO World Congress: We participated in the 47th World Congress of CFOs held in Brazil as panellists sharing the 
floor with global CFOs. During the event we agreed to an MOU between the CFO bodies of Brazil, Argentina and 
Morocco for mutual recognition and deployment of the CFO designation based on the SAIBA model.   

• Licences: We launched a number of new licences which included: Licence in Business Rescue Practice and 
Licence in Immigration Accounting. We also hosted an inaugural workshop for immigration accountants attended 
by the Department of Home Affairs.  

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S REPORT
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• Regulatory meetings: SAIBA is a member of the quarterly CIPC Company Secretarial Liaison Committee quarterly 
meetings, the quarterly CIPC Business Rescue Liaison Committee meetings, and the quarterly DTI Financial 
Reporting Standards Technical Committee meetings. Critical information is shared between regulators and 
practitioners to ensure improvement to corporate law. SAIBA members are kept informed via our newsletter the 
www.accountingweekly.com and www.saiba.org.za/standards/technical_updates. 

• Accounting Weekly: We continue to maintain and update news articles to www.accountingweekly.com the news 
division of SAIBA. This website is one of the highest-ranking accounting news sites in the world.  

• Memorandum of Understanding: 
 »TVET: During the year SAIBA entered into an MOU with a number of Technical Vocational Education and Training 
(TVET) colleges to assist with placement of accounting students and sharing of resources. We view these as 
significant growth areas for SAIBA and will aggressively pursue more MOUs with all TVET colleges in South 
Africa. These MOUs gives us direct access to the Department of Education and possible funding opportunities.  
 »CIGFARO: SAIBA signed a MOU with the Chartered Institute of Government Finance Audit and Risk Officers 
(CIGFARO) which is the recognized professional body for finance, audit, risk management, performance 
management and related professionals in the public sector. The Institute was founded in 1929. This agreement 
gives SAIBA a presence in the Public Sector and provides for mutual recognition and movement of professionals 
between the public and private sector.  

• Support agreements: 
 »Tax Shop: Tax Shop provided technical support functions to SAIBA members at no costs and will assist 
members with establishing formalised accounting practices. This includes assistance with starting and 
running an accounting firm. SAIBA will promote the use of Tax Shop franchises.   

• CIPC: 
 »Contributied to the improvement of company registrations as a member of the CIPC Company Liaison 
Committee; 
 »Successfully maintained our members’ status as Independent Reviewers and ensured compliance by members 
with submitting Reportable Irregularity reports; 

• SAQA: successfully maintaining the registration of our designations with the South African Qualifications Authority 
(SAQA);

• CFOTalks: continuing on the success of the 2016 CFO World Congress we hosted a number of CFO events with 
local and international experts. The UNISA School for Business leadership and SAGE are our strategic partners. 
Through IAFEI and CFO Talks we have gained access to more than 20 000 finance executives world-wide and 5000 
CFOs locally. Our local CFO events were attended by more than 250 CFOs; 

• Standards: 
 »Updated the SAIBA Guide for Accounting Officers to reflect new changes in legislation. 
 »Updated the procedure for issuing critical skills letters. 
 »Updated the reporting standard for Immigration Accountants.
 »Website: significant improvements to the website were made to enhance the application process and usability;
 »Conferences: SAIBA hosted a summit on reforms needed to the accounting and auditing profession. The event 
was hosted on 31 May 2018 at the Capital Hotel in Menlyn Main. Participants included SARS, CIPC, IRBA, 
SAICA, and Corruption Watch. The Summit was organised in response to the various scandals involving CFOs 
and large audit firms, how this affected the profession and how to regain public trust. 

• Sponsorships: sponsoring the Irene home as part of our Mandela day celebrations. 
• Namibia: SABA was able to re-establish its authority over the Namibian branch and have committed 

to a number of new initiatives including appointing a new representative regional committee, 
rolling out CPDs, and obtaining representation at regulatory forums for SAIBA Namibia members.  

As a CEO I and humbled by the support provided to me by the Board. We always have robust and intelligent discussion, 
and under their leadership we have become a stable and strong organisation. 
For the future we are focussing on developing specialist licences to enhance members ability to deliver quality services 
to clients and will be establishing an empowerment trusts to help fund and support new members in joining SAIBA. 
Other projects that will require our attention are obtaining a SAIBA learnership, registering as a Recognised Controlling 
Body (RCB), and working with regulators such as the CIDB, DSD, NLC, DOE, and CIPC to improve their ability to obtain 
quality reports and information from members. 

Lastly, we wish to thank Quickbooks and Draftworx for their continued support and belief in SAIBA and its members. 
They are more than just partners, they are family.  

In transformation, 

Nicolaas van Wyk 
Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
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CERTIFIED FINANCIAL 
OFFICER

 (SA) (CFO(SA)) 

Minimum requirements:
• Commerce degree at 

masters level
• Ten years relevant 

experience 

The (CFO (SA)) designation 
is ideal for financial 
executives seeking to 
elevate their status, become 
a member of an exclusive 
international community, 
and also convey to 
employers their suitability 
for a position.

SAIBA follows an open-access model, therefore, anyone involved in the accounting and finance sector can become 
associated with the organisation, become part of an inclusive accounting community and connect with a community 
of thousands of like-minded finance professionals who share ideas, advice and expertise.

What lies at the core of SAIBA is a desire to help connect, develop and recognise our members as accounting and 
finance professionals.

Members fall into various membership tiers, according to experience and qualifications. 

COMMERCE STREAM

BUSINESS 
ACCOUNTANT 
(SA) (BA(SA)) 

Minimum requirements:
• Commerce Degree/

Diploma
• Two years accounting 

experience

The  (BA(SA)) designation 
is ideal for financial 
assistants, bookkeepers or 
junior financial accountants 
seeking increased earning 
potential.

CERTIFIED BUSINESS 
ACCOUNTANT 
(SA) (CBA(SA)) 

Minimum requirements:
• Commerce degree at 

honours level
• Four years accounting 

experience 

The(CBA(SA)) designation 
is ideal for financial 
managers seeking support 
in many different areas, 
including technical skills, 
as well as soft skills 
like communication and 
leadership.

PRACTICE STREAM

Specialise by obtaining 
one or more of our licenses 
on top of the BAP (SA) 
designation:

• Immigration 
engagement license

• Independent reviewer 
license

BUSINESS ACCOUNTANT 
IN PRACTICE 

(SA) (BAP(SA)) 

Minimum requirements:
• Commerce degree with 

relevant subjects
• Four years accounting 

experience 

The BAP(SA) designation 
is ideal for individuals who 
want to start their own 
accounting practice and 
require a statutory license to 
perform regulated services.

ORGANISATIONAL OVERVIEW
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SAIBA offers members accessible and recognisable designations that deliver opportunity. More than 50% of our 
members are employed in business, the public sector or academia. The remainder manage their own accountancy 
practices within the private sector.

SAIBA actively searches for meaningful relationships with other professional bodies, institutes of education, 
government bodies and commercial partners with the aim of providing our members access to focused and specialised 
services at special rates.

SAIBA is a proud professional body, helping to build the careers of more than 7 000 members.

SAIBA members are a unique community of passionate finance professionals, and we are just as passionate to see 
them excel in their professional development. We interact with our members via social media, forums, events and 
publications.

MEMBERSHIP DEMOGRAPHICS

DESIGNATION HOLDERS

SAIBA
ACCOCIATES

COMMERCE PRACTICE

BA (SA) CBA (SA) CFO (SA) BAP (SA) TOTAL

2016 2851 808 13 6 2506 6184

2017 1739 1225 22 12 2900 5898

2018 1806 1500 35 38 3495 6874

Suspended -291

SAIBA Membership Composition

30%

AGE
21 - 30

34%

AGE
31 - 40

18%

AGE
41 - 50

13%

AGE
51 - 60

5%

AGE
61 - 70

68%
MALE

32%
FEMALE58%

African
35%
White

7%
Indian/
Asian
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SAIBA receives an average of 200 applications per month.   The first step towards obtaining one of SAIBA’s 
designations, is to join the inclusive accounting community as an Associate.  Members with the required experience 
and qualification can then apply for one of the designations.  SAIBA endeavours to help the members that do not 
meet the requirements reach their full potential in obtaining one of our designations, by offering developmental 
solutions. 

APPLICATIONS
SAIBA

ACCOCIATES
DESIGNATION 

HOLDERS

2016 1967 860 491

2017 2440 1516 915

2018 2303 1267 759

New membership applications

MEMBERS BY REGION

Where we are
Thorough our agreement with 
the International Association 
of Financial Executives 
Institutes (IAFEI), SAIBA 
has representation via 22 
Member Institutes, with a total 
membership of over 20.000 
financial executives.

3%

48%

4%

6%

13%

1%

4%

2%

4%

5%

10%

North West

Gauteng

Free State

Western Cape

Eastern Cape

Limpopo

Mpumalanga

KwaZulu-Natal

Northern Cape

Namibian

Other
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BUSINESS MODEL, VALUE CREATION AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION 

  JOIN 

Join SAIBA - the gateway to the accounting profession, as we join forces in 
developing your career.

   EARN 

Depending on your qualifications and experience, you choose the designation 
that will best help you further your career. 

  SHARE 

the benefits associated with being a member, career guidance, technical support, 
partner rewards etc.

CAPITALS HOW SAIBA USES THE CAPITALS TO CREATE VALUE TO OUR STAKEHOLDERS

FINANCIAL
• Membership fees
• Sponsorship
• Licensing fees

• Designations are awarded to members.
• Special discount offerings to members.
• Licences awarded to members specialising in special areas of interest.
• Public interest protected – ensure that accountants are equipped to render professional 

services.

INTELLECTUAL
• Registration of 

designations and 
trademarks

• Internally 
developed 
membership 
system

• SAIBA internally developed its own membership system with the aim of constantly 
improving interaction with members.

• SAIBA has four designations registered with SAQA – 
 »Business Accountant - BA (SA)
 »Certified Business Accountant - CBA (SA)
 »Certified Financial Officer - CFO (SA)
 »Business Accountant in Practice - BAP (SA)

• SAIBA has registered the following trademarks – 
 »CFO Talks
 »Accounting Weekly

HUMAN
• Members
• Staff
• Board and 

Committees
• Volunteers
• Partners

• By partnering with service providers, and considering the feedback from our stakeholders, we 
ensure that our members receive a variety of training and development options to suit their 
needs and to ensure that they remain competent and equipped for the environment in which 
they operate in.

• Staff members receive regular training and are developed and supported to ensure career 
growth and success.  SAIBA aims to create an environment that maximises an individual’s 
potential to perform at their best in achieving organisational performance goals

• Volunteers, being SAIBA members, operate within regions, to ensure development and growth 
of members involved. 

• The Board of Directors is tasked with the responsibility to identify, oversee and manage the 
economic, environment, social risk and opportunities, and is supported by constituted Board 
committees.

SOCIAL AND 
RELATIONSHIP

• Stakeholder 
engagement

• Memorandums of 
Understanding 

• Approved providers

• SAIBA has agreements with the following entities to provide members with the best value 
for money product offerings, and to assist members with starting their new business to 
obtain clients – 

• SAIT
• Sage
• Quickbooks
• Draftworx
• Tax Shop
• Cigfaro
• Careerjunction
• IAFEI   

NATURAL • Although natural capital is not applicable to our operating environment, SAIBA 
acknowledges the role that businesses needs to play in protecting natural capital and 
acts accordingly.  SAIBA continues its efforts to minimise our environmental footprint by 
working towards a paperless environment and better use of technology.

SHARE

START

JOIN

EARN
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The Board supports stakeholder engagement and communication strategies that support transparent, understandable 
and reciprocal communication. SAIBA maintains continuous engagement with its identified key stakeholder groups 
to promote the achievement of strategic objectives, and to support economic, social and environmentally sustainable 
business practices. 

Stakeholder engagement is crucial to meeting our strategic objectives and key to our value creation.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

STAKEHOLDER STAKEHOLDER EXPECTATIONS HOW WE RESPOND

Members

• Technical assistance and information
• Increased value for money
• Career/practice management guidance
• Excellent service levels

• Weekly newsletters
• Monthly Compliance and Legislation 

Updates
• Agreement signed with the Tax Shop to 

offer technical support to members
• Free monthly webinars on practice 

management 
• Recommendation letters for members in 

commerce to assist with job hunting
• Online career portal 
• Member surveys to assist in identifying 

areas of improvement

Employees

• Market-related remuneration
• Training and development

• Remuneration Policy providing guidance to 
fair remuneration.

• Regular interaction with and between 
employees to ensure healthy relations 
across the board

• Regular training (both formal and informal) 
to ensure the knowledge and skill of the 
employees are on par and will ensure 
SAIBA reaching its goals

Universities/colleges
• Educate future accounting professionals • Attend open days.

• Participate with development of curricula.

Suppliers
• Establish lasting relationships • Ad hoc meetings 

• Day-to-day interaction

Approved providers
• Brand exposure to SAIBA members • Link members with approved providers and 

their products at a negotiated discounted 
rate

Regulators

• Compliance with standards and regulations • Scheduled meetings
• Ad hoc telephonic and written 

communication
• Ensure compliance in terms of annual 

compliance plan

Government

• Protect the public interest
• Maintain standards of the profession

• Submissions and engagements to enhance 
awareness and contribute to development 
of relevant and effective laws
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SAIBA has embraced a collaborative, strategic philosophy to risk management, which includes identifying and 
addressing the threats and opportunities SAIBA faces. To ensure that SAIBA’s approach to risk management 
incorporates diverse perspectives, SAIBA seeks to involve appropriate personnel at all levels of SAIBA in the 
identification of risks, as well as the creation of practical strategies to help mitigate risks.  

The ultimate goal of managing risk is not the avoidance thereof but balancing risks with the achievement of the 
strategic goals of SAIBA. Therefore, the current risk approach is aggressive due to SAIBA adopting an aggressive 
growth strategy.

All identified and relevant risks are reported to the Audit and Risk Committee, who ultimately reports to the Board.  
SAIBA identified and recorded key risks and associated mitigation strategies in a consolidated institutional risk matrix 
as follows:

MANAGING OUR RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES

OBJECTIVE RISKS ROOT CAUSE TO 
THE RISK

MITIGATING 
ACTION PLAN OPPORTUNITIES

Growth and retention 
of membership

Ineffective 
marketing 
initiatives
Low service 
delivery standards

Limited financial 
resources
Member 
dissatisfaction

Monitoring of and 
tracking effective-
ness and impact of 
marketing initia-
tives
Regular communi-
cation with mem-
bers to establish 
areas of improve-
ment

Brand awareness 
Enhance member 
value proposition

Long term financial 
sustainability

Economic 
conditions: high 
dependency on 
membership fees 
as main source of 
income

Members inability 
to pay their fees 
due to economic 
pressure

Create awareness 
around debit order 
facilities available

Improve user 
friendliness of 
payment process

Information security 
and protection

Information, 
system, integrity 
and security risk
Data loss 

Limited financial 
resources available

Regularly update 
and improve 
IT policies and 
systems
Ongoing training 
and support 

mproved standard 
operating 
procedures.
Skilled staff

Human Resource 
Management

Talent 
management 
and succession 
planning

Limited financial 
resources available

Training and skills 
development
Remuneration 
Policy providing 
guidance to fair 
remuneration

Improved 
succession 
planning

Compliance and 
competency

Members 
erroneously 
holding themselves 
out as Accounting 
Officers

Lack of awareness 
of different 
membership tiers 
and what it entails

Constantly educate 
the members and 
the public 
Member certifi-
cates and letters 
issued stipulating 
prohibitions

Increase 
competency and 
professionalism of 
members
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MEET THE TEAM

Top from Left Right: Stephen Corrigan (Board Member); Shandukani Manyaka (Education Manager); Yvonne Nell 
(Personal Assistant); Fikile Simelane (Business Consultant); Jabu Hobyane (Business Consultant); Martha Motshegwa 
(Bookkeeper); Jen Smith (Business Consultant); Wendy Mutshena (Membership Supervisor); Nomvula Lodi (Business 
Consultant); Kefilwe Mabua (CPD Compliance Officer); Philile Panda (Receptionist); Nicolaas van Wyk (Chief Executive 
Officer);

Bottom from Left to Right:  Michael Sass (Resigned Board Member); Chantelle Booyens (Chief Financial Officer); 
Gronie Hluyo (Board Member); Professor Thakhathi (Chairman)
Team members not present: Pieter de Jager (Board member); Lerato Legadima (Board Member) Ino Ramoshaba 
(Domestic Worker); Penly Matjila (Office Administrator)
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SAIBA is a non-profit company whose members serve as owners of the organisation. Its mandate is to establish and 
provide membership, tiered recognition, designations, certifications, and licensing for persons to be employed, or self-
employed as accountants and finance professionals in commerce, private practice, the public sector and academia. 
SAIBA views good governance as essential for the success of its business and is committed to good governance 
practices that add value to the business.

SAIBA is governed by a board of directors (the “Board”). The Board is the custodian of SAIBA’s corporate governance, 
it acts in the best interests of SAIBA and its stakeholders at all times, and it takes ultimate responsibility for SAIBA. 
The Board is responsible for strategic direction and control of SAIBA as assigned to it by SAIBA’s Memorandum of 
Incorporation (“MoI”). 

The Board is elected by our members at each Annual General Meeting of SAIBA (AGM). All active members, in 
possession of a designation, have voting rights. 

The Board comprised 7 members as at 30 June 2018, with the Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer as ex 
officio members. The Chairman of the Board is responsible for the effective leadership of the Board. The roles of the 
Chairman and the Chief Executive Officer remained separate. 

GOVERNANCE 
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MEET THE SAIBA BOARD 

Nicolaas van Wyk
Executive Director (CEO)

Chantelle Booyens
Executive Director (CFO)

Professor Davhana Thakhathi 
Chairperson

Lerato Legadima
Non-Executive Director

Stephen Corrigan
Non-Executive Director

Gronnie Hugo
Non-Executive Director

Pieter de Jager
Non-Executive Director
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BOARD COMPOSITION AND ATTENDANCE AT BOARD MEETINGS

BOARD MEMBER DESIGNATION APPOINTMENT 
DATE

RESIGNATION 
DATE

MEETINGS 
ATTENDED

DR Thakhathi (Chairperson) Non-executive Director 07-03-2017 3/3

ES Klue (Vice Chairperson) Non-executive Director 07-03-2017 28-02-2018 2/3

RD Mokate Non-executive Director 10-12-2015 28-02-2018 0/3

G Hluyo Non-executive Director 10-12-2015 3/3

SR Corrigan Non-executive Director 07-03-2017 3/3

M Sass Non-executive Director 10-12-2015 30-05-2018 2/3

LLS Legadima Non-executive Director 10-12-2015 2/3

PC de Jager Non-executive Director 07-03-2017 3/3

NF van Wyk Executive Director 01-03-2013 3/3

C Booyens Executive Director 07-03-2017 3/3

Board subcommittee structure 

The Board has established a number of standing committees with delegated authority from the Board. Each 
committee has agreed terms of reference as approved by the Board that addresses issues such as composition, duties, 
responsibilities and scope of authority, which are reviewed annually. Although the board delegates certain functions to 
these committees, it retains ultimate responsibility for their activities. The work of the Board, to identify, oversee and 
manage economic, environment and social risk and opportunities, is supported by constituted Board committees. The 
Board committees are formal statutory committees in terms of the Companies Act and sub-committee of the Board, 
with sufficient non-executive representation. The Board is satisfied that the committees conducted their business in 
line with their terms of reference, discharging their responsibilities contained therein. 
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REPORT OF THE AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE

MEMBERS
No of 

meetings 
held

No of 
meetings 
attended

Michael Sass 3 1

Gronie Hluyo (Chair) 3 3

Stephen Corrigan 3 3

Invitees

Nicolaas van Wyk 3 3

Chantelle Booyens 3 3

Audit and Risk Committee

The Audit and Risk Committee (the “Committee”) 
is a formal statutory committee in term of the 
Companies Act, appointed by the members, and 
a sub-committee of the Board. This report of the 
Committee for the financial year ended 30 June 
2018 is presented to members in compliance 
with the Companies Act. 

The Terms of Reference to incorporate the 
recommendations of King IV was considered by 
the Committee during its June 2018 meeting.

The Committee has an independent role with 
accountability to both the Board and to members. The Committee’s responsibilities include the statutory 
duties prescribed by the Companies Act, activities, as well as the additional duties assigned to the Committee 
by the Board. 

Michael Sass, Gronie Hluyo and Stephen Corrigan were elected by the members at the Annual General 
Meeting held on 31 May 2018. The Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer attended meetings of 
the Committee by invitation.

We, the Audit and Risk Committee members – 

External audit 
•
 

nominated SizweNtsabulaGobodo Grant Thornton Inc (“SNG”) as the external auditor, with Mr Lourenz de 
Jager as the designated auditor to the members for appointment as auditor for the financial year ended 
30 June 2018, and ensured that the appointment complied with all legal and regulatory requirements for 
the appointment of an auditor;

•
 

approved SNG’s engagement letter, the plan and the budgeted audit fees payable to SNG;
•
 

discussed the audit to assess the effectiveness of the auditor;
•
 

obtained a statement from the auditor confirming that its independence was not impaired.

Financial statements
 •

 
concluded that the annual financial statements fairly present the financial position of SAIBA at the end 
of the financial year;

•
 

recommended the annual financial statements and integrated annual report for the financial year ended 
30 June 2018 for approval to the SAIBA Board.

Risk management 
•
 

reviewed quarterly risk reports containing pertinent risks and opportunities.

Internal control 
•
 considered the reports of SNG on SAIBA’s systems of internal control, including financial controls, 

business risk management and maintenance of effective internal control systems;
• received assurances that proper accounting records were maintained given the size of SAIBA and number 

of staff, and that the systems safeguarded SAIBA’s assets against unauthorised use or disposal.

Integrated annual report
• The Committee reviewed this report, taking cognisance of material factors and risks that may impact the 

integrity thereof, and recommended that the Board approve the Integrated Annual Report of SAIBA for the 
year ended 30 June 2018.

On behalf of Audit and Risk Committee 

Gronie Hluyo
Chairperson 
2 October 2018
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REPORT OF THE SOCIAL AND ETHICS, REMUNERATION AND NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE

Social and Ethics, Remuneration and Nominations 
Committee
This report is presented to SAIBA members in 
accordance with the requirements of the Companies 
Act.

The SAIBA Social and Ethics, Remuneration and 
Nominations Committee (the “Committee”) is a 
statutory committee, which assists the Board with 
monitoring SAIBA’s performance as a good and 
responsible corporate citizen within a framework of 
legislative compliance and prevailing codes of best 
practice. The Committee is governed by terms of 
reference, which detail its statutory duties in terms 
of the Companies Act, its responsibilities delegated to it by the Board, as well as the requirements of King lV.

The Committee comprised 3 (three) non-executive directors. The executive directors attended meetings of 
the Committee by invitation. 

The responsibilities of the Committee include:
• monitoring social and economic development, good corporate citizenship, the environment, and health 

and public safety; 
• ensuring appropriate short, medium and long-term targets are set by management;
• monitoring progress on strategic performance against targets; 
• monitoring functions required in terms of the Companies Act and its regulations;
• assisting the Board with strategic oversight of matters relating to the development of SAIBA’s human 

resources with the main objective of creating a competitive human resource for SAIBA in accordance 
with statutory regulations, governance requirements and best practice;

• overseeing and providing assurance to the Board on the overall governance of human capital management 
at SAIBA;

• assist the Board in the implementation of programmes to ensure that the Board’s composition and size is 
appropriate at all times, to oversee the annual evaluation of the Board and its committees, as well as the 
independence assessment and the qualification and competence of the Company Secretary.

The Committee met three times during the year under review and performed the following activities
• reviewed and monitored progress with the Social and Ethics Compliance Framework, including:

 » health and safety compliance levels;
 » labour relations and working conditions;
 » ethics and compliance;
 » training and development skills;
 » transformation and broad-based black economic empowerment progress;

• reviewed and made recommendation on the composition of the Board; 
• reviewed and monitored progress with the Remuneration Policy; 
• reviewing the role assigned to the committee.

The activities show SAIBA’s initiatives having regard to its responsibility to society and the environment 
in which it operates, while remaining accountable to its members in terms of financial performance. The 
Committee is satisfied that it has fulfilled its duties during the year under review.

During the period under review, no substantive non-compliance with legislation and regulations, or non-
adherence with the codes of best practice, relating to the areas within the mandate of the Committee, has 
been brought to its attention.

On behalf of the Social and Ethics, Remuneration and Nominations Committee.

Pieter de Jager 
Chairperson
2 October 2018

MEMBERS
No of 

meetings 
held

No of 
meetings 
attended

Pieter de Jager (Chair) 3 3

Gronie Hluyo (Chair) 3 3

Dovhana Thakhathi 3 2

Invitees

Nicolaas van Wyk 3 3

Chantelle Booyens 3 3
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REVENUE DEBTORS

Debtors significantly improved from 2017 to 2018 as 50% of debtors outstanding as at 30 June 2018 were on debit 
order arrangements.  For the remaining 50% we ensure all effort are made to ensure that debts are collected, including:

• Persuading debtors to opt for debit orders;
• Further enhancing the user friendliness of paying membership fees;
• rewards enhanced to make member offering more attractive to members in good standing. These rewards included, 

amongst others, special discount offerings on products by rewards partners such as Draftworx, and discounted 
Professional Indemnity cover offered by Aon.
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CFO Talks™ is devoted to sharing ideas and conversations between CFOs, a platform which 
facilitates insightful and powerful talks relevant to CFOs. CFO Talks™ is an initiative between 
IAFEI, UNISA SBL, CIMA and SAIBA. Through our network, we can source and connect 
knowledgeable thought leaders with the CFO community, covering all issues affecting the 
CFO, including business, social, technical and global issues.

Professional 
Body Summit

SAIBA,  the  youngest  member  of  the  IAFEI,  hosted  the  46th  World  Congress  for  Finance 
Executives in Cape Town in November 2016, and attended the 47th World Congress for Finance 
Executives in Brazil in September 2017.  During the event we agreed to an MOU between the 
CFO bodies of Brazil, Argentina and Morocco for mutual recognition and deployment of the 
CFO designation based on the SAIBA model.

SAIBA’s Annual General Meeting (AGM) took place on the 31 May 2018 at The Capital Menlyn 
Maine,  which  was  followed  by  a  summit  titled:  ‘Reforming  the  Accounting  and  Auditing 
Profession’. Mark Kingon, Acting SARS Commissioner was the keynote address.  The summit 
was attended by over 350 delegates. This was followed by a roundtable discussion, which 
was moderated by Hillary Joffe, Editor-at-Large of Business Day, with panelists David Lewis, 
Executive Director of Corruption Watch, Bernard Agulhas, CEO of IRBA, Fanisa Lamola, Acting 
CEO of SAICA, Adv. Rory Voller, CIPC Commissioner, and Nicolaas van Wyk, CEO of SAIBA. 
The event was sponsored by Quickbooks.

PANELISTS AT THE  PROFESSIONAL 
BODY SUMMIT

MARK KINGON 
KEYNOTE ADDRESS AT SUMMIT 

OUR MEMBERS AT OUR AGM 

EVENTS AND NETWORKING

MEETING WITH THE CIGFARO TEAM OUR CEO, MEMBER OF THE IAFEI 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

OUR CEO AT THE 47TH IAFEI
 WORLD CONGRESS       

MANDELA DAY 2018 
OUR STAFF VOLUNTEERING

MEMBERS AT THE IMMIGRATION 
ACCOUNTANT WORKSHOP

OUR STAFF CELEBRATING THE 
FESTIVE SEASON
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International Association of Financial Executives Institutes (IAFEI)
SAIBA is a member of IAFEI, the global society for finance executives that represents 
more than 22000 CFOs, FDs, FMs in more than 21 countries. SAIBA CBA(SA) and 
CFO(SA) members gain access to a network of global finance executives;

South African Institute of Tax Professionals (SAIT) 
SAIBA signed a mutual recognition agreement with SAIT. SAIBA members who have 
been awarded a SAIBA designation, receive 50% discount of SAIT membership.

Institute of Certified Bookkeepers (ICB)
SAIBA signed a mutual recognition agreement with ICB. ICB members who have 
obtained an NQF 6 (old) qualification may apply for SAIBA BAP(SA) status.

UNISA School for Business Leadership (UNISA SBL)
The MBL programme of UNISA (SBL) has been accredited by SAIBA for the attainment 
of the CFO(SA) designation.

Aon South Africa (Pty) Ltd (AON)
In proud association with AON, the leading specialty insurance brokers in South Africa, 
SAIBA has structured a unique offering. Members to address these risks, at highly 
preferential rates.

SA Accounting Academy 
SAIBA’s approved providers ensuring quality seminars, conferences and webinars to 
satisfy member’s CPD requirements

OUR PARTNERS
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Department of Social Development (DSD)
SAIBA, SAIT and the DSD launched a volunteer project to help non-profit organisations 
(NPOs) become compliant with their financial reports and tax returns. An estimated, 
80 000 NPOs are non-compliant and are able to benefit from the www.npoassist.co.za 
volunteer project.

SAGE 
Through the  partnership with SAGE, SAIBA’S members have access to commission 
on successful software referrals on any SAGE product, as well as discount on training, 
seminars or workshops.

Draftworx 
Through the partnership with Draftworx, SAIBA’s members have access to discount on 
training, seminars or workshops.

QuickBooks 
SAIBA partnered with QuickBooks, the world’s largest accounting software solutions 
company, to bring our members exclusive QuickBooks offers.

CIGFARO
In recognising the synergies that exist between their respective organisations, both the 
SAIBA and CIGFARO have established an institution-to-institution agreement in terms 
of which both organisations will benefit.  CIGFARO plays a role as a professional body 
in the Public Sector and is keen to play a constructive role in the policy formulation 
process relating to Public Sector finance and related profession.  The MOU between 
SAIBA and CIGFARO enables SAIBA members that have been awarded the SAIBA 
designations to register with CIGFARO at a 50% discount

The Tax Shop
The Tax Shop provides technical support functions to SAIBA members at no costs and 
assists members with establishing formalised accounting practices. This includes 
assistance with starting and running an accounting firm. 

TVET COLLEGES

TVET COLLEGES
During the year SAIBA entered into an MOU with a number of Technical Vocational 
Education and Training (TVET) colleges to assist with placement of accounting 
students and sharing of resources. We view these as significant growth areas for SAIBA 
and will aggressively pursue more MOUs with all TVET colleges in South Africa. These 
MOUs gives us direct access to the Department of Education and possible funding 
opportunities.  

OUR PARTNERS
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2017/18 AUDITED ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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CERTIFICATE FROM THE COMPANY SECRETARY
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INFORMATION

REGISTERED NAME: The Southern African Institute for Business 
Accountants NPC

PHYSICAL ADDRESS: 2 Oxford Office Park
3 Bauhinia Street
Highveld Technopark
Centurion
0140

POSTAL ADDRESS: P O Box 7905
Centurion
0046

TELEPONE NUMBER: +27 12 643 1800

FAX  NUMBER: 086 508 2923

E-MAIL NUMBER: saiba@saiba.org.za

WEBSITE www.saiba.org.za

AUDITORS: Grant Thornton Inc

BANKERS ABSA



PARTNERS




